
Since being elected to the borough council in May 2019, Ben J Martin has
consistently demanded and voted for improved environmental standards, better
building design, better local infrastructure and increased equality.

Ben said “I believe we can achieve more for local people when we work together.
If elected I will do all I can to fight for improvements to public services, including
proper funding for our NHS, a return to fair funding for schools and local councils.”

“Sittingbourne and Sheppey have been taken for granted by the Conservatives
for too long. With crime & poverty increasing, residents deserve better, my Lib
Dem colleagues and I demand better.”

Ben J Martin, Listening to local people, demanding better
for Sittingbourne and Sheppey.
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OUR CHANCE FOR CHANGE
We are committed to securing the future of the NHS

When people turn for help, too often help is not
there. For the first time ever, the average wait for
a routine GP appointment is now more than two
weeks and even longer here in Sittingbourne &
Sheppey where we have the highest patient to GP
ratio in the country.

The Conservatives, distracted by their pursuit of Brexit,
have failed to give the NHS and social care the
needed support. By repeatedly cutting health and
social care budgets, leaving hospitals crumbling and
struggling with overwhelming debt, and leaving
health and care staff overworked and undervalued,
the Conservatives have damaged our NHS and
social care services.

63,000 EU nationals work in the NHS in England. NHS
England relies on 20,000 nurses from elsewhere in the
EU. The UK has already lost more than 5,000 EU nurses
(net) in the last 2 years. The NHS nursing crisis will get
much worse if we leave the EU and end free movement,
as both the Conservatives and Labour want to do.

Liberal Democrats demand better for the NHS and
social care services. We are committed to securing the
future of the NHS. With our bold plan to invest urgently
in the NHS and social care services and deliver equality
for mental and physical health, we will transform health
services for the future.

Donald Trump: Boris
Johnson is ‘doing very well’

 BBC, Sep 2019
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School budgets have been cut to the bone.

Cuts to health and social care budgets have
left hospitals crumbling and struggling with
overwhelming debt, and health and care staff
overworked and undervalued.

The promises of the Vote Leave campaign in
2016 have been found to be undeliverable.
Brexit undermines every part of our
economy, threatens public services, including
the NHS, and limits opportunities for our
children and grandchildren.
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MORE CONSERVATIVE
CUTS

Build a Brighter Future
 FOR SITTINGBOURNE & SHEPPEY

Affordable homes for local people
Britain is in the middle of a housing crisis. People
are crying out for genuinely affordable homes
and secure tenancies – young people cannot
afford to buy houses. Homelessness is
increasing, while house prices have grown way
above the rate of inflation and the number of
social homes is dwindling.

We need new zero carbon social homes for local
people in Swale, but we also need the
infrastructure required to service new homes.
Liberal Democrats would abolish Section 21 no
fault evictions. We would invest in new social

housing, and require all new homes to be carbon
neutral by 2021.

Liberal Democrats would invest £100 billion in
capital projects, to help improve our economy
and to ensure services and infrastructure are put
in place along side suitable development.

We would give Local authorities increased
powers to reject new developments that do not
meet sustainability standards, including their
impact on the natural environment and
contribution to climate change.

Taking an infrastructure first approach

People across Britain are backing the
Liberal Democrats to deliver a brighter
future for our country.

Latest polls show Lib Dem support soaring
in the last year. The party secured stunning
results in the recent local and European
elections. Membership is at a record high

 Liberal Democrat Leader, Jo Swinson, said:
“People deserve better than a choice
between two divisive leaders like Boris
Johnson and Jeremy Corbyn.

“Only a Liberal Democrat government will
fight for proper funding for our NHS and
schools - and deliver action to tackle the
climate emergency.

“This is bigger than just Brexit. People want
to see real change in our politics.

“Every vote for the Liberal Democrats is a
vote for a better Britain where every person
has the opportunity to improve their lives.
Every day Boris Johnson is in power is one
day too many.”

 SUPPORT FOR LIB DEMS SURGES
Millions switch to back Jo Swinson’s party

Jo Swinson and the Lib Dems are
offering hope to the country.

Join the Lib Dems today at LibDems.org.uk/join

Invest in our NHS & social
care by putting a penny on
income tax

A Liberal Democrat majority government will revoke article
50 to end the Brexit nightmare, so Parliament can
concentrate on important issues, like tackling the climate
crisis, neighbourhood policing, investing in our NHS and
schools.
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Ben J Martin “Housing development should
be led by the needs of the community not
developers greed.”
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BEN J MARTIN FIGHTING
FOR OUR AREA

Investing in new zero carbon homes for social rent that
local people can afford. Fighting to prevent climate
change and improve our environment.


